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Abstract

In Piva et als watermarking scheme for Electronic
Copyright Management System (ECMS), authors were
considered trustedpotentially, so a dishonest author could
authorize more than one distributor to sell her one
document, named "One Document to Multi-distributor"
problem, which would damage the benefit of the
distributors. To resolve the problem, in this paper, we
propose an enhanced watermarking protocol based on
Piva et al s scheme by introducing document nature code
(DNC) and register records table. In addition, ourprotocol
offers the distributor an efficient means to verify his right to
an authorized digital document.
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1. Introduction

With the development of internet and e-commerce,
digital copyright protection is becoming more and more
important. Digital watermarking as a promising technology
for protecting digital copyright has been studied for many
years [1-3]. As we know, to achieve the desirable goal of
protecting digital copyright, it is needed that not only a
good watermarking algorithm but also a secure
watermarking protocol [4-6].

Most of existing watermarking protocols concern the
security of digital document transaction between a
distributor and a customer, e.g., customer's right problem
[7-9], private protection [10-12], and conspiracy attack
[13-14]. In [15], Piva et al. proposed a watermarking
scheme, which introduced a distinct difference with respect
to the previous protocols, by considering the author and
distributor as independent roles. The scheme is closer to
reality, as authors and distributors are usually different
entities. On the other hand, the scheme allows all
participants in a digital document trade to verify their
ownership rights by themselves. In [16], Victoria et al
presented the results of the application of a risk analysis

technique (specifically 'attack trees' technique) to Piva et
al's watermarking protocol.

With more analysis on the security of Piva et al's
watermarking scheme for ECMS, we point out that the
author being considered trusted potentially result in "One
Document to Multi-distributor" problem. Based on the
original scheme, we propose an enhanced watermarking
protocol for ECMS to resolve the problem.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, Piva et al's watermarking scheme is reviewed,
and Section 3 describes the proposed watermarking
protocol in detail. Section 4 analyzes the security of the
proposed protocol. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Related works

In this section, we first define the roles and notations to
be used throughout the rest of this paper. Then we
summarize Piva et al's watermarking scheme and explain
"One Document to Multi-distributor" problem.

2.1. Roles and notations

In the rest of this paper, some different roles and
notations involved are as follow.
(1) A: author, who is the owner of an original digital

document.
(2) D: distributor, who is an authorized agent on the sales of

certain digital document.
(3) C: customer, who wants to purchase a copy of a digital

document from a distributor.
(4) CS: collecting society. We assume CS is a trusted third

party that will promise that a protected digital
document is traded correctly.

(5) ARB: arbiter, who is responsible for checking the
participants' right to a digital document and
adjudicating lawsuits against the infringement of
copyright and intellectual property.

(6) (pk1,sk1): public-private key pair, that is, pk1 is I's
public key, while sk, is I's private key.

(7) Sign, (M) : the signature ofmessage Msigned by I with
his private key.
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(8) HASH(X): the digest of a digital document X.
(9) EPk (M): the ciphertext of message M encrypted with

I's public key.
(10) DAk (C): the original message of ciphertext C

decrypted by I with his private key.
(11) Certj(I): the digital certificate issued to I by J.

Anyone is able to verify the validity of any certificate,
and the public key associated with a particular subject
can be easily obtained from his certificate.

(12) X 3W: 3 denotes the operation of watermarking
insertion. X is an original digital document and W is a
watermark to be inserted.

(13) u II v: 1 stands for concatenation of two strings.

2.2. Piva et al's watermarking scheme

Piva et al proposed a watermarking scheme for ECMS
in [15], and Fig. 1 shows a simplified trading model. The
protocol involves three parties, an author (A), a distributor
(D) and a customer (C), which is closer to the reality.

Figure 1. A simplified trading model

(a) Original

(c) Publish

(b) Register

CUN

(PIND +CUNDi

|PINc + CUN l

(d) Distribute

Figure 2. A digital document at different phases

The scheme is composed of three subprotocols: the
register protocol, the publish protocol and the distribute
protocol. The author, the distributor and the customer's

right to a digital document are proved by embedding three
different identification watermarks. Figure 2. shows a
digital documents in different phases.

Register protocol. A registers a document in CS. First,
A generates a CUN (Create Unique Number), which
unambiguously identifies her document, and encrypts the
CUN to get the first watermark, WA = Esk (CUN). Then A

embeds WA into the document X, X'= X 3 WA, and
transmits the watermarked document X' to CS. (Assume
that the document can be identified as belong to A in some
other ways).

Publish protocol. A authorizes D to sell copies of her
creation. First, D sends his identifier PIND to A. A uses
PIND and the document's CUN to produce the second
watermark, WD = Esk (PIND CUN). ThenA embeds WD

into X' , X" = X' @ WD , and sends the watermarked
document X" and WD to D.

Distribute protocol. D sells a copy of the digital
document to C. First, C forwards his identifier PINc to D. D
sends PINc, CUN and the second watermark WD to the CS.
Then, CS uses PINc and CUN to create the third watermark,
Wc= ESk (PINc CUN) , embeds it into X"
X"' X" Wc , and signs the digest of X"'
Sign= Signs (HASH(X")) At last, CS transmits Sign
and Wc to D. D embeds Wc into X", X' X=XWWc ,

and transmits X"', Wc, and Sign to C.

2.3. One document to multi-distributor problem

In Piva et al's watermarking scheme, an author can
authorize more than one distributor to sell her one
document, named "One Document to Multi-distributor"
problem, which will damage the benefit of the distributors.
For simplicity, we describe in detail how an author can
authorize two distributors to sell one document in three
cases as follow.

) TCUNt l

|PIND1 + CUN1|

(a) To distributor Dl

CUN2

b PIND2 + CUN2D

(b) To distributor D2

Figure 3. Case 1 of the problem

Case 1: The author generates two different create
unique numbers, CUNT and CUN2, for one original
document. Then she registers in CS for two times, and
deposits two different watermarked documents into CS
archive. Other steps are the same as that in Piva et al's
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scheme. Thus the author can contact two distributors to
publish her document. Figure 3 shows the watermarked
documents to two distributors.

lIICUNZ

(aPIND1 + CUN l

(a) To distributor Dl

lIICUNZ
| PIND2 + CUN D

(b) To distributor D2

Figure 4. Case 2 of the problem

Case 2: The author generates one CUN for one original
document. Then he registers in CS, and deposits a copy of
the watermarked document into CS archive. Then, the
author embeds two different distributor identifiers, PINDI
and PIND2, into the document, respectively. Other steps are
the same as that in Piva et al's scheme. Figure 4 shows the
watermarked documents to two distributors.

l CUN

|PIND1 + CUN l

|PIND2 + CUN l

(a) To distributor Dl

lCUN

PIND1 + CUN

|PIND2 + CUNl

(b) To distributor D2

Figure 5. Case.3 of the problem

Case 3: The author generates one CUN for one original
document. Then he registers in CS and deposits a copy of
the watermarked document into the CS archive. After that,
the author embeds two distributor identifiers, PINDI and
PIND2, into the document, simultaneously. Other steps are
the same as that of Piva et al's scheme. Figure 5 shows the
watermarked documents to two distributors.

In the three cases of the "One Document to Multi-
distributor" problem, the author's CUN is embedded in the
document, so the author can prove to ARB that she is the
owner of the digital document. In addition, the distributor's
identifications are embedded in the documents, so he can
prove to ARB that he is authorized to sell his own
watermarked document. Since the distributors are unable to
find the fraudulence ofthe author, it is easy for the author to
authorize more than one distributor to publish her
document.

3. Proposed scheme

An enhanced watermarking protocol based on Piva et
al's scheme is proposed to resolve the "One Document to
Multi-distributor" problem by introducing document

nature code (DNC) and register records. In addition, it is
difficult for a distributor to verify the CUN in the second
watermark is that in the first watermark in the original
scheme, so we offer the distributor a simple means to
achieve it in the proposed protocol.

3.1. Document nature code

Document nature code (DNC) is introduced to verify
whether two digital documents are the same. In other words,
if the similar degree between the DNC of two digital
documents is above a judge threshold, we consider two
digital documents are the same. Otherwise, two digital
documents are different. Based on the algorithm proposed
in [17], we propose a simple algorithm to verify whether
two digital documents are the same using DNC as
following.

Assume that the original document is an image X,
which is a gray-level image with 8 b/pixel. X is defined as
follows.

Xx=4Xj 0<x,j < 255,0<i<Wx,O< j<Hx (1)
where Wx and HX is the width and height of X,
respectively.

1) Wavelet transforming of the original image: The
original image is decomposed by performing t-level
wavelet transform to obtain the subband LL The size of
subband LL, (L) is WL and HL L is defined as

L {l,j 0 _ li,j < 255,0 < i < WL, < j < HL} (2)

2) Constructing DNC of X: The average value pax of
all pixels in L is calculated. Then DNC of X, DNCX, is
constructed as follows:
DNCX = tpx, P, E{0,1},0 < m < WL,O< n < HL} (3)
where

r° iff In, < Pv
x

Pm,n
1, if lm,n >Pv

(4)

3) Verify whether two digital documents are the same
using DNC. Assume two original digital documents are X
and Y, the similar degree Sim(X, Y) between them is
calculated as follows:

m=WL n=HL

Pm,n Pmy,n
Sim(X,Y) = 1 m=0 n=0

WL xHL
where denote XOR operation.

If Sim(X, Y) > T, where T is a judge threshold, we

consider X and Y are the same. Otherwise, we consider
X and Y are different.
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A D CS

The proposed watermarking protocol contains three
subprotocols like Piva et al's scheme: the register protocol,
the publish protocol and the distribute protocol. We assume

all participants in a digital document transaction have their
digital certifications issued by CA.

A CS

CertCA(A), X

WA

Figure 6. Data exchange in register protocol

Register protocol. A transmits her digital certificate
CertCA (A) and an original document X to CS for register.
We assume CS manages a register records table, e.g.,
table. 1. First, CS calculate the DNC of X , DNCX .

(Similar to Piva et al's scheme, we assume that the
document can be identified as belong to A in some other
ways). Then, CS uses pkA as a keyword to search register
records and gets the DNC of A's registered documents.
After that, CS compares X with arbitrary A's registered
documents using DNC according to the algorithm
described in section 3.1. If CS finds that X is the same as

one of A's registered document, that is, X has been
registered before, the register protocol aborts. Otherwise,
CS generates a CUN, which identifies A has the ownership
of the document, and uses the CUN to create the first
watermark, WA=ESk (CUN). At last, CS embeds WA

into the documentX , X' X WA, calculates the digest
of X', HASH(X'). CS saves pkA, CUN, HASH(X')
and DNCX as a new register record, and sends the first

watermark WA to A. A embeds WA into X to get
X', X' X WA, and decrypts WA with CS's public key
to get CUN, CUN = Dpkcs (WA) = Dpkcs (Eskcs (CUN)).

CUN,X'I

CIUN, PIND >

Figure 7. Data exchange in publish protocol

Publish protocol: To publish a digital document X, A
sends the document identifier CUN and the watermarked
document X' to a distributor (D). D sends its identifier
PIND and CUN to CS. CS then uses CUN as a keyword to

search register records, and check whether the document
has been published. If PIN of a distributor has existed in
X's register record, that is, the digital document has been
published, the publish protocol aborts. Otherwise, CS fills
PIND into X's register record, and uses the concatenation
of PIND and CUN to computer the second watermark,
WD = ESk (PIND 11 CUN) . Then, CS transmits

HASH(X') and WD to D. D computes a digest of X',
and compares it with HASH(X') offered by CS to verify
whether the CUN in the second watermark is the same as

that in the first watermark WA. Iftwo hash of X' are equal,
D embeds WD into X', X" = X'~ WD . Otherwise, the
publish protocol aborts.

C D

EPk, (PINc)

X"',. Sign, Wc

CS

EPkc (PINc), CUN, WD

Sign, Wc

Figure 8. Data exchange in distribute protocol

Table.1 Register records
pk CUN PIN HASH DNC

CUN,I PIND]] HASH(X11') DNCxll1
pkAl CUN12 PIND12 HASH(X12) DNCx12

CUN21 PIND21 HASH(X21') DNCx21
PkA2 I.. .. ... ...

... .. .. ...

Distribute protocol: To purchase a copy of a digital
document, C computesEPk (PINc), and sends it to D. D

transmitsEPk (PINc), CUN and WD to CS. CS produces
the third watermark by encrypting the concatenation of
EPk (PINc) and CUN, Wc = ESkcs (Epkc(PINc) II CUN) X

and embeds it into the watermarked document X"

X' = X" D Wc . Then CS signs a digest of X'
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Sign = Signcs (HASH(X"')), and transmits Sign and Wc
to D. At last, D embeds Wc into X" to get Xm'
X"'=X" Wc, and transmits Xm', Sign and Wc to C.
Figure 8 shows the details of the distributor protocol.

4. Discussion

The security of the proposed watermarking protocol
relies on the security of the underlying watermarking and
encryption techniques. We take particularly care to
examine the protocol itself and how to resolve the
problems arise in Piva et al's scheme.

(I) Similar to Piva et al's scheme, the document is
self-contained in the proposed watermarking protocol. At
any given instant the document contains all the information
needed to verify whether the current holder is using the
data legally, and ARB can check the holder's right to the
document.

Suppose ARB asks A to prove that he is the original
owner of a multimedia document X. The author can give
the watermarked document X' and the first watermark
WA to ARB. ARB first checks the first watermark WA for
CUN, then, by applying a watermark detection engine to
the document, it verifies that the watermark with CUN is
actually embedded in the data.

Suppose ARB asks D to prove that he is allowed by A
to publish the document. D can give the watermarked
document X" and the second watermark WD to ARB.
ARB decrypts WD for PIND and CUN, and verifies that
the document contains WD and the CUN is the same as that
in the first watermark WA .

Suppose ARB asks C to prove his right to the digital
document in its possession. C can give his identifier PINC,
the third watermark Wc and digital certificate CertcA (pkc)
to ARB. ARB computesEPk (PINc), and checks Wc for

C's identifier PINc. Then CS can verifier X' contains

Wc by applying a watermark detection engine to the
watermarked document X'. At last, ARB can contact CS
to verifier the CUN in Wc is the creation unique number of
the document.

(II) The proposed watermarking protocol can avoid the
"One Document to Multi-distributor" problem, which is
described as following.

In case 1 of the problem, A needs to register one
document in CS for two times, with different CUN.
However, in the register phase of our protocol, CS will
verify whether the digital original document X has been
registered using DNC. If X has been registered before, the
protocol aborts. So A can't achieve her goal, that is, "One
Document to Multi- distributor" problem can be avoided.

In case 2 of the problem, A needs to embed different

PIN into the document for different distributors. However,
in the publish phase of our protocol, CS will verify whether
the document has been published. If the document has been
published, the protocol aborts. So A can't achieve her goal,
and the problem can be avoided.

In case 3 of the problem, similar to case.2, CS can
know whether A's document has been published, so A is
unable to authorize more than one distributor to sell her
document.

(III) The proposed protocol offers a simple means for D
to verifier its right to the document. To prove his right to
the document to ARB, D must prove that the document
contains WD, whose identifier PIND is in WD, and the
CUN in WD is the same as that in WA. In the proposed
protocol, D gets WD from CS, and embeds it into the
document. So D can assure the document contains WD . By
decrypting WD to get PIND, D can also assure that his
identifier is embedded in the document. In addition, D can
calculate the digest of X' by itself, and compare it with
HASH(X') offered by CS. If two hash is equal, the CUN
in the second watermark WD is the same as that in the first
watermark WA. Otherwise, two CUN are different. Thus,
D can verify his right to the document by itself easily.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an enhanced watermarking
protocol for ECMS based on Piva et al's scheme, which can
resolve the "One Document to Multi- distributor" problem.
We achieve some improvements over original scheme as
following.

(1) In the register phase of our protocol, CS will assure
that the original digital document hasn't been registered
using DNC. Then CS generates unique CUN for the
document.

(2) In the publish phase of our protocol, CS will assure
that the document hasn't been published by searching the
register records table.

(3) The distributor can easily verify that the CUN in the
second watermark is the same as that in the first watermark
by itself.
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